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So today, I am minding my own beeswax comfortably blogging about soccer and social 

networking about other "safe" topics like islamic terrorism when out of the blue I feel this 

overwhelming impression from Heavenly Father that he wants me to do a "From the 

HOMESCHOOLING Trenches" series of essays on my Blog. 

Initial response to the prompting..."No Way...No FREAKING Way".  Then I get this even 

stronger impression that someone, somewhere out in the hinterlands of the internet needs 

my words, insights, and thoughts to motivate them to take on this seemingly impossible 

task of teaching the kiddos themselves. 

I really have not written much about our education adventures because school, like 

childbirth, is a minefield of neverending explosions of opinion, cat fights,  blog wars, chat 

room temper tantrums, and mommy blogging mud wrestling the likes of which civil society 

has never witnessed. 

I experienced this rage during my oldest daughters first pregnancy 25 years ago, and while 

the climate for homeschooling is a little more tolerant today, the emotion, ego, and 

defensiveness on all sides of the educational spectrum continues on... 



I have about zero desire to take a cannoball leap back into the digital pool as some sort of a 

child rearing educational expert on all topics relating to Homeschooling.  Yet, I have a near 

insatiable desire to listen when the Holy Spirit prompts, and hey, if the Master of the 

Universe believes I have something of value to offer to the Dialog around education, well, 

who I am to question HIM. 

So this series will be tagged Uncommon Lore.  I will be writing for those families who are 

feeling the tug to do something else with their children scholastically. 

I titled it Uncommon Lore simply because I plan to just cut to the chase and write what I 

really think, rather than waste any time attempting to write the words that will make me 

"fit" into a certain homeschooling philosophy or educational theory. 

I also want to publicly rebuke, mock, and heckle the Common Core curriculums that have 

quietly been implemented around the states the past few years and a riff on Common Core 

with Uncommon Lore felt like a good way to tag this category. 

So tune in often to read my essays on Homeschooling and if you are "the one" who needed 

to read my thoughts on this topic...curse yo...no did not mean to type that.  Its just that my 

life seems to be one big series of traumatic events tied to me opening my big fat mouth, and 

here we go AGAIN. 

Anyway, food for thought... 

My homeschooling friend Anette upon hearing that I was planning to send my children to 

the best public charter school in Colorado... 

"Jenny, it would be better for you to lock yourself in your bedroom and let your children 

run wild for two years rather than send them to an institution". 

And from my friend Patricia who discovered that I was encouraging Jeffrey to drop out of 

that same charter to join the Marine Corps a few years back because he was sick of the 

Marxist indoctrination... 

"Jenny, he will never be able to amount to ANYTHING if he does not get his diploma and 

go to college." 

So, these are two ends of the educational spectrum and I plan to share all sorts of thoughts 

on those ends and EVERYTHING in between. 
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